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N.B. Derrick Slate's information suggested that a former barracks building served as the restaurant
at Enge, rather than a new building, and the construction of the cable car system did not commence
until 1906. He also notes that at 4.20.p.m. on the 22 May 1906 an avalanche killed Gottlieb Burgener
von Mettenberg, father of seven 'underage children' — presumably one of the construction workers?
thi

The outbreak of the First World War naturally had a disastrous impact on tourist numbers (e.g.
between 1" and 10 September 1914 there were only thirty-eight return trips made). Foreign visitors
no longer came and the local population hardly had the means for such trips. The service was initially
reduced but the lift ceased operation in 1915, the upper three sections never having been built. The
system was maintained until the end of the First World War and every autumn the cables were
greased to avoid rusting and the batteries at the base station were re-charged. The concession expired
on the 17 December 1927 and no application was ever made for its renewal. The cable system and
the lower (valley) station were demolished in 1934, but the station at Enge was not. Despite its exposed
and apparently precarious position, it survived another 60 years until substantial renovation in the
1990s. Today it can be visited by a short diversion off the path to the Glecksteinhiitte and still
contains a considerable amount of the original machinery.
th

th

A replica cabin mounted on the original running gear is on display at the Swiss Museum of Transport
and Communications in Lucerne, whilst an original cabin with replica running gear (made by
apprentices at Von Roll in Berne) can be seen next to the Hotel Wetterhorn which is at the eastern
extremity (for cars) of the Grindelwald valley, about 2 km out of the village.
There are plans afoot to celebrate the centenary of the Wetterhorn-Aufzug on 27 July 2008 and
there is a wealth of photographs of the Enge station, the Lucerne museum display and a model of the
Lift at wwvv.wetterhornbahn.com . A copy of what appears to be the original photograph for the
postcard can be viewed at vvwvv.vovages-photographies.com which shows the 'intrepid traveller'
(probably the uniformed conductor) holding very tightly to the guardrail running around the roof of
the cabin. David Hope notes that such a scene is reminiscent of several mountain railway postcards of
the same era which also showed the conductor on the roof of a carriage. This may well have been
produced initially as a publicity shot for the system, possibly being taken on one of the test trips.
th

The editor has received photocopies of no less than seventeen different contemporary postcards (some
with relevant restaurant and hotel cachets — Fig. 4) showing the cable car cabin, Enge Station, the
restaurant at Enge, the lower station, the Hotel Gleckstein, the 'Hotel Wetterhorn' at Grindelwald,
the 'conductor' and the Grindelwald Valley viewed from Innsbruck and above Grindelwald, showing
the position and route of the Wetterhorn-Aufzug service. Two are shown - Fig. 2 the cabin from above
and Fig. 3 Enge Station.
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Canton Basel - Early lithographed Police stamps which were printed very closely together on
sheets, making it virtually impossible to find examples with four clear margins. Permits for
commercial travellers or door to door salesmen entering the canton which had to be stamped
each day at the local police station. A pass to go into the French occupied part of Germany
across the Swiss border at the end of World War II.
• Canton Zurich - Revenue stamps with the spelling `Zuerich', apparently legitimately used
when there is no space to include the umlaut in the design.
• Canton Bern - A summons to recover debts from the 1870s when the Post Office was
responsible for its delivery. The summons was in two parts, the return part to denote that it
had been received to be sent back by registered mail. Also an elaborate job reference provided
for an architect employed by the City authority, signed by the Mayor.
• Canton Vaud - Full-colour and two-colour revenue stamp essays and a permit from the Police
to carry a deceased person in a coffin.
• Canton Luzern - Postal cancels on revenue stamps, as required by cantonal regulations.
• Canton Ticino - Early revenue bisects.
• Municipality of Horgen — early revenues based on an image of a swan. The date of printing can
partly be determined by whether the swan is facing to the left or to the right.

•

Contributions from the Floor - Several of the members present provided mini-displays on Revenues.
They included :
Eric Lienhard who reminded us that he had authored an article on revenues published in a special
Swiss issue of 'Stamp Collecting' as long ago as 1951. He showed examples of revenue stamps from
Geneva, the Valais and Steffisburg (including whole sheets and tete-beche and se-tenant types) and
th
three pages from a revenue stamp album published by Hurlsman in the 19 Century. (Eric also
showed items relevant to some articles in the Newsletter including examples of recently issued postal
stationery and an early postcard showing the Engadine custom of `Chalandamarz' that related to the
—
stamp of the ‘Schellen-UrsIP children's book character whicluwas yhteedl on-sale by Swiss Post in September last).
Alan Payne displayed his attractive 'Swiss Revenues' competition exhibit that had been awarded a
Silver Medal at the Association of Sussex Philatelic Societies' (ASPS) Convention at Ardingly in
October 2007. Derek and Ruth Dawson showed a marriage certificate of 1865 and documents that
related to Ruth's ancestors that they had discovered by chance in covers that they had originally
acquired simply for the straight line cancels of JENAZ.
Peter Hobbs illustrated how small a 'transaction' could be to still warrant taxing — a 15c Fribourg
rubber stamp signifying payment of the revenue charge for transporting six chickens by train. The
stamp was affixed to the accompanying express letter.
Fred Hoadley presented two large collections of revenues from municipalities in Cantons Thurgau, St.
Gallen and Bern that he had recently acquired partly from a dealer and partly through bidding on
ebay. Ray Clegg produced a vast number of revenues on stock cards. They included some very
unusual items and seemed well worthy of a fully written-up display in their own right.
Neville Nelder showed a wide range of revenue stamps from various municipalities in Canton Jura
including examples of colour shades, overprints and proofs. He finished with some material related to
the tiny community of Vellerat that declared independence from Canton Bern when it was excluded
from the newly created canton of Jura in 1974. After a long campaign the commune was finally
admitted to Canton Jura in 1996 by making a minor change to its boundary.
At the close, the Society's Chairman Claud Mistely and his Vice-Chairman Eric Lienhard gave a very
deserved vote of thanks, in particular to Fred Pickard, and all the other members who had displayed
their 'gems'.
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Michael Rutherfoord

DID YOU KNOW?

THAT my New Year Wishes go to all of you and I hope to have more questions, and answers, from you too.
The most impressive cancel I could find on the subject is shown in Fig.1 . The first cancel with a mirror-image
text is a fitting symbol for the excellent set of 4 stamps issued on the 20th Nov.07, Fig.2.
THAT Fig.3 shows the latest "funny" from Bem, a "Bee Tagg" to help "bees", i.e. you and me to find our way
in a new town, especially in Japan I believe, while here Winterthur is leading with about 600 pasted up on
walls, etc. If you have a modern handy (sorry mobile) you take a photo of the coded area, then on a map of the
town on your screen the way to the nearest hotel, apothecary, bar, or whatever you are looking for, will be
shown. Naturally there are dozens of different codes, from many new firms. According to "Focus" this stamp
will lead you to "Swiss Tourism Information". Sorry I can't try it out for you. However modern it is, the paper
stamp shown will last at least a 100 years longer than the softwear readability.
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THAT at the Day of the Stamp and Grade III Exhibition in Einsiedeln, two of the many interesting exhibits were
really something new. Firstly a Gold-winning Soldier-stamp entry of 5 frames by Hans Grade' showing the
soldier stamps adjacent to a photo of the actual concrete pill-box manned by that unit of the Frontier Brigades.
And then maps showing the whole line of defence between Sackingen and Kaiserstuhl. How did such a high
proportion of photos, etc. become acceptable to the judges? Excellently presented, and the bunkers are still
there. The second entry which appealed to me was in the Open Class, not judged. It had on every sheet of 4
frames a flown airmail cover together with a photo and details of the plane used to carry that cover. A lot of
careful research by Werner Liechti went into that and I had the feeling that it was correct. Good show in all.
THAT the new 2008 Railway Map has appeared. At CHF 19.80 it is still a good buy. Firstly there is the map
of all Switzerland and its railways, 1:301 000 scale as before, then a 70-page separate brochure with layouts
and maps of all larger Swiss stations and public transport services, all in colour.
THAT it has been the subject of heated discussion in Zurich - the closing of one of the busiest POs, namely
that in the main station, 8023 Zurich. The SBB claim they need the location for the new underground 4-line
station being built. Others say they want more rent than the PO is prepared to pay. Closure is now fixed for the
end of December '07. To help out they installed on 3rd December a Ymago self-service kiosk, as increasingly
used in the small villages which have lost their PO (see DYK Oct. 07), but without a money transfer facility.
The official name is "CH-8001 Zurich HB" as on the 73 x 44 mm white label. This trial is in the luggage depot,
where PO parcels can also be fetched, and TNT or DHL express foreign packets handed in, and is therefore
open from 7 a.m. till 9 p.m. every day of the week. However there is no room for queueing inside.
THAT at last a missing link has turned up. The R label shown in Fig.4 (75 x 25mm) is used only on registered
letters coming from foreign parts, to enable the Swiss mail sorting to proceed automatically. Once such labels
were applied at the 5 main transit offices, Geneva, Basel, Zürich (for airmail), Buchs SG, Chiasso. These have
now all been closed around August this year and their activities concentrated at Zürich-Mulligen International
(BZI), for letters and parcels. The Swiss customs are also centred there, and that is not cheap
.THAT without much warning Liechtenstein introduced electronic letter sorting with an installation in Schaan
on 26.11.07. From Giovanni Balimann I have received a copy of the slogan used on one day only, and with a
bit of retouching have made it legible. The text in the crown reads "9484 Schaan, BetriebszentrumLiechtenstein", see Fig.5.
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HELVETIA PHILATELIC NEWS (cont.)
Members' Activities
How many of our members have given displays to their local philatelic societies? — a golden
opportunity to raise the profile of the HPS and Swiss collecting in general. Browsing through the
Autumn edition of the attractive, glossy journal of the Association of British Philatelic Societies I
noticed that our Vice-Chairman Eric Lienhard has been busy informing the members of the
Chelmsford and District Philatelic Society of the pleasures of 'Swiss Postcards Connected with
Weaving'. Knowing the scale and scope of Eric's postcard collection, I suspect that he could organise
a display on practically any subject you care to mention, but why weaving? Please let us into your
secret Eric.
TETE-BECHE, SE TENANT AND INTERSPACE PAIRS - REPORT ON THE LONDON
GROUP'S NOVEMBER MEETING
Claude Mistely writes - A warm welcome was extended to David Coleman of the Northern Group who
had come to London at short notice and took the opportunity to come to the meeting as the subject
was of particular interest to him. Amongst the very interesting items he showed were complete
booklet stamp sheets of Tell and Tell Boy values of the 1921 to 1928 period, a copy of the first 1909
stamp booklet with the 25c Helvetia with Sword stamps, a 1930 booklet with the Tell and Tell Boy
stamps se tenant, an unpunched interspace pair of the 1908 Helvetia Bust 10c value and a wide range
of the different tête-béche and interspace issues between 1909 and 1949. There were also examples of
more recent issues plus a number of items on cover. The final items were different combinations of
the 1953 Pro Juventute booklet stamps including a complete sheet.
The Chairman showed half sheets of booklet stamp definitives between 1914 and 1949, a small sheet
of the 1918 two and a half centime Tell Boy stamp solely with tête-bache booklet panes, a sheet of the
1978 industries se tenant stamps and some se tenant sheets of Cinderella labels among which were the
1939 Lucerne Shooting Festival labels and artillery and infantry soldier stamps.
Derrick Slate summarised the different types of interspace, illustrating this with examples of gutter
pairs issued between 1910 and 1960 and some booklet stamp definitive half sheets of the period
between 1910 and 1938. He also showed se tenant examples of the 1939 National Exhibition, the 1942
Salvage and the 1953 Pro Juventute issues including two sheets. Unusual items were a scarce tetebEche pair of the 1871 Gratis label and bogus stamps issued by Eugen Sekula and Bela Szekula
including some on envelopes.
Fred Pickard showed some complete sheets of the 1838 and 1948 Landscape definitive booklet stamps,
some panes and Tell and Tell Boy combinations used on the last day of issue. He also had some
modern booklets covering the period 1977 to 2002.
The Vice-Chairman, Eric Lienhard, produced a variety of se tenant and tête-beche revenues, some
1814 National Exhibition pictorial labels in se tenant multiples and pairs of the 19 th Century 5c and
10c postal stationary cards in tête-beche pairs. Deviating from the main subject, he concluded with
short displays of cards on the Wetterhorn Cable Car and some modern postal stationary envelopes,
postally used, some of which are surprisingly difficult to find. The Chairman gave a vote of thanks to
all who had shown and expressed his particular appreciation of David Coleman's visit. Seven
members had come to the meeting, which was some improvement on recent previous attendances.
The views expressed in articles appearing in this Newsletter are those
of the writers and are not necessarily endorsed by the Society.
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